
Join the longest-running, most respected
industry event in Mozambique, that brings
together all industry leaders from Energy,

Oil&Gas and Mining!
MMEC now in its 8th year, is one of the largest and the longest-running
gatherings in Mozambique, bringing together Mozambique public leaders and
management in the mining, oil & gas, energy, construction, engineering, legal, and
consulting agencies as well as development agency officials at municipal, provincial
and central levels of government. 

MMEC 2022 expects to attract over 500 industry professionals offering quality
business connections to the leaders and dealmakers in the mining, oil & gas and
energy industries.

Join MMEC 2022

The potential of Mozambique
Mozambique’s oil and gas resources – estimated at
180 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in the Rovuma Basin
alone – have the potential to catapult the country into
both energy and economic success.

Mozambique is also home to commercially significant deposits of coal, gold,
graphite, ilmenite, iron ore, titanium, nickel, copper, tantalum, lithium, bauxite.
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MMEC is designed and developed to bring
together industry leaders in oil & gas, energy
and mining to provide interactive conversations
around projects.

New Sessions in 2022

At the dawn of the hydrogen economy – Delve into
market readiness and the path to production at scale

SME Development - Building empowering value chains
assessing the current and potential level for engagement
by SME in Mozambique in the low carbon economy and
determining their perceived barriers.

Meeting the future: Renewables in the electrification
of Mozambique - Mozambique’s leading renewable
projects, grid and transmission development best
positioned to meet growing demand and technological
innovation.

Get more info on the upcoming
agenda of MMEC 2022 

MMEC 2022 Confirmed Speakers

Estevão Pale

Chairman of the
Board of Directors

ENH

Samir Sale

Country and Business
Development Director

Globeleq Mozambique

Sean Gilbertson

Chief Executive Officer
Gemfields Mozambique

& Ethiopia

View All MMEC 2022 Speakers
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Meet up with the community in June 2022 during MMEC LIVE! 

Secure your place at MMEC 2022

MMEC 2022 Stakeholders & Partners

Sponsoring the event is an excellent way to enhance your participation at MMEC 2022.
AME Trade Ltd offers a range of sponsorship packages, from Platinum to bronze, designed to
showcase your brand to current and future conference attendees.

Learn more about Sponsorship Packages

We look forward to welcoming you to Maputo, Mozambique, on
2-3 June 2022.

AME Trade Ltd
London, United Kingdom | +44 207 700 4949

Contact MMEC team at mmec@ametrade.org
www.mozambiqueoilmining.com
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